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Executive Summary 

In fall 2001, the Saint Paul Public Schools launched the Excel program as an alternative to social 
promotion, a practice of passing students on to the next grade regardless of achievement, or retention of 
students in the same program in which they did not succeed the first time. Students who have completed 
a year in grades 3, 5, and 8, but have not met the requirements for promotion to the next grade, are placed 
in grades 3.5, 5.5, or 8.5. 

Results from an earlier study conducted by the Center for Applied Research and Educational 
Improvement, University of Minnesota, were most positive for students in grade 3.5 and least positive for 
students in grade 8.5. This study examined the 8.5 portion of the Excel program in more depth. 

From interviews of teachers and principals involved in the grade 8.5 Excel program, the study reached the 
following findings, identification of issues raised, and recommendations for possible future action: 

Findings 

• The grade 8.5 Excel students need a program. 

• Additional at-risk students t grade 9 need the help given to Excel students, perhaps 80 to 100 

students per school. 

• With a program, these students can be successful. 

• Excel students need social and emotional skills as well as academic skills. 

• A critical mass of students - perhaps 20 - is needed to develop a viable program in a school. 

• Teachers matter. Not every teacher- even a strong teacher -is prepared to deal with Excel 

students' behavior needs. 

• Most schools did not meet the district's requirements for time spent on reading, writing, and math or 

fully implement the instructional strategies required by the Excel program guide. High school Excel 

teachers did not consistently attend assigned trainings in instructional strategies for literacy. 

Teachers need more training and support to implement the district's recommended literacy program. 

• If schools are not doubling up periods or being flexible within their regular bell schedule, they are 

not meeting the Excel program time requirements. If schools are not meeting the Excel time 

requirements, it would be difficult to do the instructional strategies in the Excel program guide 

• Teachers and principals did not agree on whether Excel students should be mainstreamed 

immediately upon coming to high school, but they did agree Excel students need a lot of checking 

upon. 

• The program designs that teachers and principals perceived to be successful or that could be 

successful with Excel and at-risk students were often quite different. 
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Issues identified 

• Identification of students for Excel and/or for extra help. 

• Design of the 8.5 program and whether it should be changed. 

• Insufficient information going to principals about the specifics of the district's Excel program, 

particularly related to the curriculum. 

• Insufficient information about students' needs and strategies for meeting those needs. 

• What resources it would take to help at-risk grade 8.5 and grade nine students. 

Recommendations 

• Bring together the high school principals and teachers responsible for implementing the 8.5 Excel 

program and junior high/middle school principals and teachers to discuss identification of students 

at-risk for failing to transition successfully to high school. 

• Bring together the high schools' principals and teachers responsible for implementing the Excel 

program to review the current district design for the 8.5 Excel program and to discuss ideas for 

improving, perhaps expanding, the program given the resources available. 

• Clarify district responsibilities and school responsibilities for providing professional development, 

assigning staff, scheduling students' time, providing instructional materials, and two-way 

communication. 

• If Readers' Workshop and Writer's Workshop continue to be part of the 8.5 Excel program, provide 

teachers with help from district coaches and, as was done in the past, provide opportunities to 

collaborate with peers from other high schools. 

• Explore possibilities for diagnosing students' social, emotional, and academic needs and explore 

additional strategies for helping students with social and emotional needs as well as academic needs. 

• Identify a process for attracting and retaining "top notch" Excel teachers and provide some financial 

or other reward(s) for those who make a commitment to the program. 
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Introduction 

In fall 2001, the Saint Paul Public Schools launched the Excel program as an alternative to social 
promotion, a practice of passing students on to the next grade regardless of achievement, or retention of 
students in the same program in which they did not succeed the first time. The Excel program is an 
intensive 15-month experience for students who have completed grades 3, 5, and 8 but have not met the 
requirements for promotion to the next grade. Excel is designed to provide these students with specific 
help to enable them to rejoin their peers the next fall. Excel students are placed in grades 3.5, 5.5, or 8.5. 

In an earlier study conducted by the Center for Applied Research and Educational Improvement 
(CAREI), University of Minnesota, the Excel program was found successful in accelerating learning in 
reading and mathematics for some students. Results were most positive for students in grade 3.5 and least 
positive for students in grade 8.5. This study examines the grade 8.5 portion of the Excel program in 
greater depth. 

CAREI interviewed one to two teachers at each of the district's seven high schools and conducted a group 
interview with the seven principals from each school as well. Teachers and principals were asked to 
respond to the following questions: Is grade 8.5 meeting the needs of Excel students? What are the 
barriers to implementation at the 8.5 level and can these barriers be removed? What are the benefits 
associated with providing 8.5 services? What are the alternatives to 8.5? 

Brief Description of High School Excel Programs 

Four high schools have 10 or fewer Excel students. Teachers and principals feel it is difficult to design a 
program with this low number of Excel students. A typical comment: "We don't have a critical mass of 
kids. It's a mistake to have a program that is too small. The kids don't have enough of a support 
system." Some schools have the students in their own advisory group, but they feel it is difficult to have 
Excel students in self-contained classes because of the impact on the already large class sizes in their 
schools. Teachers and principals from three of these four schools recommended changing their Excel 
programs. 

Central High School 
Central High School schedules Excel students into a two-period block for English. During one of the 
periods, there are additional low-achieving students. Excel students are in regular math classes. The 
English teacher is to monitor the Excel students' progress in all their classes. 

Como Park, Highland, and Humboldt. 
Como Park, Highland, and Humboldt High Schools have each tried two models. At Como High 
School the first year, fifteen Excel students were with 15 or so low-achieving students for two 
periods each of English/reading and math. Teachers had a common prep and common lunch during 
which they could share information and work with the counselor assigned to the Excel students. The 
second year, the 10 Excel students are in self-contained classes for three periods for English, reading, 
and math. Teachers do not have a common prep. 

At Highland High School the first year, the eight Excel students had self-contained classes for 
English and math. They had these classes all year for about 85 minutes per day. Now during the 
second year, Excel students are together in English and math classes with other low-achieving 
students. Excel students continue to have English and math all year. 
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At Humboldt High School the first year, eight Excel students were in self contained classes for two 
periods for English and social studies and two periods for math and science. The second year, the 
school switched to a five-period trimester schedule. The 10 Excel students are now in classes with 
additional low-achieving ninth graders (total of about 20) scheduled for one 65 minute period for 
each subject for two of three trimesters. 

Harding, Johnson, and Arlington. 
Three high schools have 20 or more Excel students. Each school's program has a unique design that is 
supported by the staff involved. These teachers indicated that they would continue their programs as 
currently designed. 

At Harding, students stay with the same teacher and educational assistant (EA) all day for the first 
trimester. The teacher and EA work only with Excel students all year. Harding has a five period 
trimester schedule. The teacher has a K-8 license so can provide students most of the classes they 
need to obtain their ninth grade credits. One of their five classes is NJROTC taught by an instructor 
from outside the school. Second trimester, students begin taking classes in the mainstream. For 
example, students who are caught up in math go into a mainstream math class. All students take 
mainstream electives. The teacher and EA go with the students into the mainstream classes to help. 
By third trimester, most students spend only two periods in the self-contained class - for balanced 
literacy. During 2002-03, the teacher thinks all but seven of 23 students will be caught up enough in 
math to join the mainstream third trimester. 

At Johnson, students spend most of their time in mainstream classes. Johnson has a four-period 
schedule with courses lasting one, two, or three quarters. Two teachers (English/social studies and 
math) and the school's attendance liaison are responsible for keeping tabs on the Excel students. The 
two teachers teach a normal load of mainstream classes. The first quarter, Excel students are in the 
same Freshman Focus class with the English/social studies Excel teacher. The purpose of Freshman 
Focus is to acclimate students to Johnson and have all students plan for their future, including their 
four years of high school. The Excel Focus class is modified to include more reading and writing 
activities to try to build their skills. The math Excel teacher has all the Excel students in regular 
ninth grade math classes. During the first two quarters, the teachers have a duty free prep period 
(other teachers have 25 minutes of duty during their prep block) for checking on the students' 
progress and contacting parents. Excel students are encouraged to attend after-school tutoring 
sessions provided for all students. 

At Arlington, about 20 Excel students, along with additional low-achieving, at-risk ninth graders 
make up House 34. Four teachers - English, social studies, math, and science - work with 80-90 
students during the entire school year. The goal is to prepare the students for tenth grade - to catch 
them up in academics and behavior. Sometimes, students who do well are moved out to mainstream 
classes during the year. House 34 students are in four cohorts that stay together all day within the 
house. Teachers provide an after-school tutoring program all year, particularly focusing on the 
MBST's during the first part of the school year. 
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Features of a Successful Program for the Students 

Teachers and principals generally agreed on some features that would be necessary to have a successful 
8.5 program. 

Numbers. There should be at least 20 students to have a program, but the number should not be many 
more than 20. Even with 20, the teacher needs the help of an EA or another teacher. 

Summer school. Those teachers who talked about the quality of summer school were positive about what 
they saw when they visited summer school. In summer, students have three hours of class. The first hour 
and a half they do reading, and the second hour and a half they are with a math teacher. One teacher 
commented, "It's pretty structured. They have stuff in front of them, and that's what they are 
concentrating on. It's hard for them to do that in the summer, but the summer school program is 
improving every year from what we see when we go to visit. Everything seems to be in place." 

One teacher thought, "Summer school at the end helps. Having them go that summer before and then after 
is good; it brings some closure to the Excel phase." 

Summer school teacher visits. Teachers who visited Excel students at summer school sites thought those 
initial meetings were important. "It's important for the teachers to get to know the students and to let 
students know that they are going to be working with you the next year. We visited three times to just 
introduce ourselves. When they come in the fall, they lmow who we are." 

Home visits/parent contact. There was agreement that parent involvement was important. Excel staff 
were encouraged to contact parents through home visits. Sometimes a social worker or an attendance 
liaison did home visits. One teacher talked about why home visits are important. "Number one, you 
build a relationship with the students; number two, you show that you care about them; and number three, 
you get the sense of where they are coming from. For some, you see something you've never seen in 
your entire life. What they have that is good is at school." 

One teacher reported having an orientation with the parents before school started. "Parents saw what the 
syllabus was going to look like, what we would do in the classroom, what is expected out of the students, 
and what is expected out of the parents. It's a very, very important piece for Excel." 

Daily check on attendance. Attendance was by far one of the most important components of a student's 
success in the program. Some programs made phone calls every day, preferably in the morning. One 
teacher said he lmew they were successful when students asked, "Why you all be calling the house?" The 
teacher would answer, "We need to." 

Extra tutoring help. High schools have after-school tutoring available for students, and teachers seem to 
be successful in encouraging Excel students to take advantage of the tutoring. Excel students sometimes 
serve detention with their Excel teachers so students can do their work. One teacher said, "That's when 
we have a chance to get on them a little bit, 'what are you doing in detention?' They sometimes enjoy 
that attention. They want you to stay on them." 

Check on mainstream classes. For students taking classes in the mainstream, Excel teachers needed to 
get regular progress reports from the teachers. One Excel teacher said, "They let us know when they slip, 
and we try to get on them and try to set them up to work after school to keep them going and to keep in 
contact with the parents." One teacher also mentioned advocating for individual students with 
mainstream teachers - helping the teachers work with the students. 
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Relationships. Teachers agreed that the "relationship piece" was important. One teacher felt it is 
important to show you care about them when they are in Excel and when they are gone. "These kids need 
a connection. They need to know that you care. They need to know that somebody is watching as they 
move toward graduation." 

One team member said, "We can see we had some type of effect on them; we see them coming back in to 
help us. They had a positive experience. It's the relationship we had with those kids and that's what 
we 're looking for." 

Mainstream or not. Teachers and principals did not agree on whether Excel students should be in self
contained or mainstreamed classes or a mixture of both. Those who supported mainstreaming Excel 
students gave a number of reasons: 

Behavior. Having students in small groups of ten or less did not solve problems with Excel students' 
disruptive behavior. One teacher said, "We relearned what we already knew - it is hard to maintain a 
class culture with a small group of students whose behavior is typically disruptive." Another teacher 
said, "When they are together, they are not necessarily pleasant to work with. Their behavior feeds 
off each other." Excel students know each other from middle school, and they become "too tight a 
group." "They know how to push the button and upset the teacher." 

Some teachers felt a number of the Excel students would "rise to the occasion" of being mixed in with 
other kids. One said, "They would behave better in a large group situation where individuals can be 
sent out, but the whole class is not going to be behaving that way." 

Adjustment to high school. Some teachers said that if the goal is getting them ready for high school 
and the world, they need to be in the mainstream. They worried that in some situations "the 
attachment might become so strong that they don't want to leave. Then we push them out and they 
have a hard time adjusting during the second year here." 

Role models. One teacher felt successful having them with an average group of kids, so they can see 
other kids taking notes, and bringing their book every day. "If they can see other kids being 
successful, they may or may not be conscious of it, but they lmow how other people function." 

Those teachers and principals who supported self-contained classes gave a number of reasons: 

Behavior. One thought students needed smaller classes because "they need lots and lots of 
attention." The behavior issues were just too tough. The regular teacher might not be able to tolerate 
as much disruption and might not be able to cope without removing the student. 

Others were skeptical that Excel students in classes where everybody is sitting quietly would think, 
"Oh, that's what I better do!" They felt that two or three Excel students "wreck havoc" in a regular 
environment; they were better by themselves. 

Teachers who supported self-contained classes talked about trying "to get a little more instruction 
time with them in class" rather than "kicking a kid out of class" where they are not going to learn. 
One Excel program staff said, "We rarely kick out kids in our classroom because that's what they 
want and that's what's been happening for all their lives." 
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Adjustment to high school. Some programs felt that, particularly at the beginning of the year, the 
program "has to be self-contained." Slowly, you give them a taste when they are ready. One said 
that for any junior high kid coming into a big high school, "There is a lot going on- it's like a fair." 

Academic support. Some teachers felt Excel students needed more support than they can get in 
regular classes. Another thought you can mainstream only with a lot of support. Several questioned 
whether that support was available. "They won't survive in a regular setting because they are far 
behind, and they are not getting the attention they need. The issue with the kids at risk is that they 
need lots of individual attention." 

Skills Excel Students Need In Order to Succeed 

Teachers and principals talked much more about the social and emotional skills that Excel students need 
than they did about academic skills. They also felt they needed more information about students' 
problems before an effective program could be designed. One teacher said, "If Excel is meant to 
remediate skills - to catch kids up - we have to determine what skills we are talking about - whether 
academic or social or emotional." One principal said, "It's not going to be successful until we can 
diagnose what the problems with these kids are. We have never done enough diagnostic work with these 
kids." 

Social, emotional, and academic skills. Teachers listed specific social and emotional skills that Excel 
students need. 

• "We are talking about what we sometimes call study skills - the ability to walk into a room, sit 
down, become ready for instruction, be attentive, have the materials you need, respond to the 
instruction that the teacher gives and ask questions when needed. That pocket of skills is pretty 
much absent in this group of kids." 

• "They are ill equipped. They are not wired right; they aren't able to concentrate." 
• "They need to know how to interact with their teachers and their classmates. I have to talk to them 

about simple things -when the bell rings, this is what you do." 

Know how to do high school. Excel students need help transitioning to high school. "When they are 
together in Excel, that middle school behavior comes out. We tried to let them know, 'this is how you do 
this. You are in high school and this is what you have to do to succeed.' It took a while. But by the end 
of the year, the students were moving on. Maybe two or three didn't make it because they just couldn't 
handle the adjustment." 

Self-confidence. Teachers agreed that Excel students are short on self-confidence. "You need to develop 
their self confidence - they don't believe they can do it. A lot of these students have been told 
somewhere along the line that they can't. That's what we heard whenever we gave an assignment, 
whenever we said you need to read- 'I can do that, I can't finish that.' I can't. I can't. I can't. I can't. 
Our job is to try to tum that around. Then you can start working on the skills and helping them achieve." 

Teachers worked to help students need less and less support. "They don't get that they can be 
independent. They don't have the confidence that they don't need us anymore. But eventually they start 
to say, 'I've got it under control. I'm taking care of it. I'm going to class on my own. I don't need you to 
tell me to go to class. I don't need to take that sheet around and have the teacher sign it. I can be 
independent and make it on my own."' 
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Motivation. Teachers agreed that Excel students need "constant encouragement, constant badgering." 
"You need to be on the students - encourage them - motivate them because every student needs that at 
this age. They are trying to find themselves - they're going through a lot of changes." 

Students want to stay in high school. A staff member said, "The teachers don't convince them that they 
can catch up. What they do is lay it on the line - you either do it or you go back. It might be an empty 
threat, but they don't know that. They don't want to go back to eighth grade." 

Decision to succeed. Teachers talked about the importance of a student making a decision that they want 
to succeed in a class. "If they make up their mind to do better in school, they may not know how to do 
that, but they have to make a conscious decision. Then they can start doing the behaviors - doing their 
homework on a regular basis, being attentive in class - then their grades change." 

Who are the Excel Students? 

Identification. Teachers and principals questioned whether the right students have been identified for the 
Excel program. There is concern about the equity of providing services for those that are identified and 
not providing services for other at-risk ninth graders that teachers and principals feel should have been 
identified for the program. Several comments include: 

• "There are a lot more students who need this. When we meet our freshman classes, we think, 'Why 
aren't you in Excel? Kids not in Excel haven't passed the MBST's." 

• "ill the regular ninth grade, we see a lot of those kids who are almost as unprepared. They don't 
qualify for special education." 

• "Forty mainstream students are passing no classes." 
• "The majority of the students in House 34 need extra attention, extra help with academics not just 

the Excel students. They all need that catching up." 
• "The problem is bigger than the students who are now in the Excel program - there are another 100 

or 200 kids that each of us have who are unprepared for the high school experience." 

Variation. Of the students who were in Excel, teachers learned that: 
• A few Excel students were evaluated and found to qualify for special education. They have "slipped 

through the cracks for years and years." One teacher questioned whether students with big problems 
in relating to other students and students with a great deal of anger should be in Excel or other special 
programs. 

• A few Excel students have serious mental health issues and cannot cope with school. 
• Some Excel students are "bright" and can gain the skills they need when they come to school every 

day. One teacher said, "It must be that some of the students just did not show up before this." 
• Among those students with middle and low skill levels, there is great variation. 

Excel students can make it. Even with all the problems Excel students may have, teachers believed that 
all Excel students (or nearly all) can make. "They are way behind but they can catch up." "If they fill 
their end, they will make it." 

One teacher mentioned, "There are a few students whose skills are so low, particularly in math, that it is 
hard to catch them up." 

Need a program. Most teachers feel Excel students would not make it without a program. "They would 
get lost." "They would fail." "The district will have to find a place for those kids. They need to have a 
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program." "It needs to be done, but it's exhausting." "If you don't have Excel, the students should stay in 
8111 grade." 

Status of Implementing the District's Excel Program Design 

There has been question about whether there are roadblocks within the high schools standing in the way 
of the Excel program meeting design recommendations of the district. 

High school bell schedules. The seven high schools have several different class schedules. If schools are 
not doubling up periods or being flexible within their regular bell schedule, they are not meeting the Excel 
program time requirements. 

• Three high schools have four-period day schedules with 85-90 minute classes. Two are 4X4 block 
schedules with four classes per quarter (16 slots)- each course scheduled for one, two, or three 
quarters (slots). One is an alternating block with eight classes each semester (16 slots) - each course 
meeting one or two semesters. 

With both block schedules, ifreading/writing and math were scheduled everyday all year for one 
block, 8 of the 16 slots would be taken up. 

• Two schools have five-period trimester schedules with five classes per trimester (15 slots) with 65 
minute classes, each course meeting one or two trimesters. 

If students were scheduled for reading/writing for two periods all year and math for one period all 
year, 9 of their 15 slots were taken up. 

• Two schools have a six-period day with two semesters (12 slots) with 55 minute classes, each course 
scheduled for one or two semesters. 

If students were scheduled for reading/writing for two periods and math for one period all year, 6 of 
the 12 slots would be taken up. 

Readers' Workshop and Writers' Workshop content. Teachers in all schools said they were trying some 
of the strategies they learned in the training provided for Excel teachers. If schools were not meeting the 
Excel time requirements, it would be difficult to do the instructional strategies in the Excel program 
guide. Most said that they were not doing the Readers' Workshop or Writer's Workshop as envisioned. 
Some reasons they gave included: 

• Teachers found the strategies hard to use without help with large classes of more than 30 students. 
• They did not have enough resources, particularly books and novels. 
• Teachers asked for more opportunity to share ideas with other 8.5 Excel teachers to learn what 

activities and books they were using successfully. 
• Teachers needed more training and support. Teachers had not consistently taken part in the training 

required by the district Excel program. 
• Teachers preparing students for the MBST were putting off using Writer's Workshop. Is there a way 

to help teachers combine Writer's Workshop and preparation for the MBST? 

Writer's Workshop- teachers' perceptions. Teachers trying to use Writer's Workshop strategies found 
they worked with their students. Several teachers reported: 

• They were trying parts of Writer's Workshop with all their students - Excel and mainstream. One 
said, "The best thing I'm getting out of this is getting trained in Writer's Workshop." 
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• "The Writer's Workshop is beginning to work somewhat. The kids are getting a little bit invested in 
the fact that they are putting something down on the page that they care about. I see kids with that 
intense look, sitting hunched over it." 

• "The Writer's Workshop is effective because it lets the kids be reflective and focused on themselves, 
and that's where these kids need to be. They need to be thinking about their lives if they hope to 
make any changes in them." 

• "These kids could get invested in school. Writer's Workshop is a good thing for doing it." 

Staffing. The district Excel program was budgeted at a staff-student ratio of 20 to 1. District staff felt 
this ratio was communicated clearly to all principals, though some principals felt other commitments had 
been communicated. One said, "The 15 to 1 staffing ratio cannot be met with current resources." 

There were other suggestions related to staffing: "If they want it to work, they are going to have to staff it 
- put in at least parttime social work." "They are going to have to put attendance liaison people in and 
support, such as an EA, to help in the classroom." 

Funding. "It's totally under-funded." 

Teachers matter. It may be that only extraordinary teachers can handle a separate program for Excel 
students. 

• "I wouldn't want to be the person who has them all day." 
• "If teachers are burned out, there is no one jumping up and down to say 'we'll take it."' 
• "You can't take every teacher and put them in Excel, but they can still be good teachers." 
• "You need your strong teachers teaching in Excel." 
• "It goes back to how students act socially. They need structure. If they get out to another teacher 

who isn't that rigid or that structured, they will walk all over them." 

Principals praised the teachers they have assigned to the Excel program but feared that they would get 
tired and no longer want to work with the program. 

• "We have a real successful program from the standpoint that those kids have never been a behavior 
problem - haven't seen them in the office at all, but I attribute it to my teacher. [S/He's] just a 
phenomenal teacher. If I lose [her/him], I'm concerned about that. I don't know that it would be that 
successful." 

• "We have to focus on how we treat teachers - it's difficult to attract teachers to work in urban 
centers. We need to treat teachers well. These have to be short term assignments - otherwise they 
bum out and will walk out the door. Think about who the kids are and how to maintain the morale of 
the staff - working with these kids is gut-wrenching work." 

• "There is no reward in doing the program; there is no status attached, nothing attached that really 
makes the people want to do it." 

Need to rethink the model. Some suggested there needs to be a new model. "We need to rethink the 
whole educational program of Excel - what we are asking kids to do and why we are asking them to do it. 
And they need to involve the teachers and principals in developing it. This curriculum came out from the 
Excel office. We had no input whatsoever in it. We were told what to do, how to do it, without input 
from sites or from teachers who were going to work on it or from principals who were expected to 
administer the program. That is part of why it has been such a phenomenal failure in terms of 
curriculum." 

Principals out of the loop. Principals discussed feeling that they were not part of the Excel program. "We 
are out of the loop except to get the names and assign the teachers. The teachers communicate - they 
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meet once in a while. They have training, but we don't even know what that training is unless we ask. I 
know it's Writer's Workshop because another principal wanted to recruit my teacher to teach in her 
building." District staff acknowledged that there was more communication with principals the first year 
than during the second year. 

Other Issues Raised 

AIP's and follow through. Follow through after students go on to tenth grade did not seem very 
formalized in any of the high schools. There did not seem to be plans and resources assigned for 
following Excel students through to graduation. 

One team suggested that AIP's be completed in the spring of the year. They said, "This fall we were 
asked to do an AIP for each of the kids identified as Excel for last year, and it appeared we would be 
expected to follow those kids for the next four years. Thankfully, the counselor is able to do some of that 
for us." 

Too much testing. The issue of the tests being used in the program was raised. "We do MBSTs, MAT7s 
- now SA Tl Os. NAEP is done every other year at Humboldt. Now we are doing EduTest. Teachers 
commented to me there was not adequate teacher training to use EduTest. We find it difficult to interpret 
the data because of multiple assessments - no guidance to use data effectively." 

The district provided EduTest trainings at the start of each school year and held monthly training sessions 
during the school year. The district reported that not all teachers attended training sessions. Two district 
personnel have been identified to provide assistance in using EduTest. Some Excel teachers did use 
EduTest outside the two required benchmarks periods. 

Program Options 

Interviewees suggested a wide range of ideas for programming for Excel students and, perhaps, other at
risk ninth graders. 

1. Put a program in the junior highs. 

Some comments suggested that the Excel program be placed in the junior highs instead of the high 
schools, while others objected. Some suggested changes could be made in the junior highs to better 
prepare students for high school. 

• "The junior highs need some standards - kids need to be held accountable. They are not being held 
accountable for credits. They come in at 8 .5 with all the rights of a child that has been on task. 
There are no consequences. They don't care if they are in a special class. As long as they are in high 
school, they feel that they have won- there have been no consequences." 

• "Students are coming to senior high with five or fewer credits. They have done school by being 
passed on. There don't seem to be any junior high requirements any more. They used to have the 24 
credits. But they aren't held back so that's not a threat to them. They are practicing being non
students a long time before they get to us." 

• "I don't think they should stay in junior high school. The place to deal with these kids is a structured, 
well-defined, strongly led, self-contained, program in senior high school. As they improve - mature 
- there are more opportunities for them in senior high school. At junior high, there aren't the 
opportunities." 
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2. Use BESTT or an ALC. 

Some interviewees suggested the 8.5'ers be sent to BESTT or a facility like BESTT. Not all agreed. 
• "I recommend that these kids go to BESTT. They are so not doing well here. It's a clear cut case 

that they can't handle it here." 
• "Kids identified should be sent to a program like BESTT where there are aides and help for 

individual kids. If there is a small number, go to BESTT." 
• "Most 8.5 programs are told their job is to get these kids ready for senior high school - for a 

comprehensive high school program. That's the way it should be. Programs like BESTT are 
preparing kids for the ALC." 

• "In spite of the state providing for ALC's for students as young as 13, we've never had an adequate 
ALC program for middle school/junior high kids - 14, 15, 16 years old. A lot of these kids need 
programs like that where there were dedicated staff and you really did have substantive things 
doing on." 

3. Schedule into mainstream classes with a resource hour and extra monitoring 

There was support for Excel students being placed in mainstream classes and be provided additional 
instruction and help through a daily resource hour and daily monitoring. 

• "You would have a teacher and some aides to help them with their work. You could put them in 
regular classes and give them one resource hour for extra help. You could have someone monitor 
them, follow them - someone who is responsible for following up daily - maybe have two hours a 
day to follow up, to make the parent contacts and contacts with the teachers." 

4. Place students in a separate building 

Among both teachers and principals, a few suggested students be placed in a separate building and given 
the opportunity to work their way out to the regular high schools. 

• "Perhaps if you had another school or another building, and you had teachers who were really fired 
up about this like we were 10 years ago. If you put them together in a situation like that before they 
get to high school, they would be clamoring to get to high school." 

• "Have a high school for the kids with problems. They earn their way out. It's an academically 
inclined high school - they earn their way back to the regular high school. It could take care of 
some of the problems that other high schools have. They can concentrate resources and put things 
in place and have people to work with these kids." 

5. Centers in some buildings (like the English Language Centers) 

Among both teachers and principals, a few raised the idea of not having Excel in every high school but 
putting together sufficient numbers of students to support a well-designed program. "You need fewer 
numbers of high schools and then you can concentrate it more." 

6. Use "School within a School" or "Smaller Learning Communities" 

There was some discussion of programs like House 34 at Arlington and Team Como 9, formerly operating 
at Como Park. There may also be ways to build strategies into small learning communities. 

• "We had Team Como 9 with 75 students who had low MAT 7 scores. Each group of 25 spent 3 
hours of the day together. It was more successful. Sometimes it was English, social studies and 
math, or science depending on who was willing to teach these kids and who was willing to be on 
the team. What made it better was that we had special education kids, and we had a special 
education teacher. They could help us with things during their resource time. Sometimes they 
came into the room which worked out well." 
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• "The ideal is to have a group of teachers and decide how to schedule them. You would have to 
have at least 80 kids so these kids could be serviced by one team. 

• "For our smaller learning communities, we have come up with what we used to call houses. We've 
named them advisory teams - dividing the staff into three interdisciplinary teams. Then within the 
teams, with all these professional brains trying, we can identify kids early and develop strategies 
for working with kids who struggle. I don't know if anybody is going to have the answers, but I 
lmow that special education has a lot of diagnostic tools and a lot of strategies to try to reach kids 
that do work for some. We have to get the numbers to a reasonable number of what a high school 
teacher has to deal with. If you are teaching 180 kids everyday, and you are expected to advise and 
talk to parents, we are expecting too much." 
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